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RESULTS

INTRODUCTION
Quantification of the spatial and temporal characteristics of atmospheric
CO2 flux is a difficult yet essential component of carbon cycle research.
The significance of fossil fuel carbon emissions in carbon
budget/inversion studies stimulates the need for precise, complete and
robust quantification of fossil fuel CO2 emissions (Gurney, et. al., 2007).
Previous research on urban greenhouse gas inventories mostly focused
on trend analysis and emissions categorization instead of interactive
geospatial analyses and data exploration. In order to utilize atmospheric
CO2 measurements in a complete carbon monitoring system, the
emission data product must be constructed with explicit space and time
details (Gurney, et. al., 2012).
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METHODS
Spatial Allocation
The road atlas for Maricopa County was a combination of the local road
network data provided by Maricopa Association of Governments (MAG),
urban area definition by U.S. census and major roads based on Tiger
geodatabase.

Weekday Traffic data in the 24 hour cycle
in Maricopa County, 2002

a) Rural primary roads (highlighted)
b) Urban primary roads (highlighted)
c) Rural secondary roads (highlighted)
d) Urban secondary roads (highlighted)
e) Rural local roads (outside blue polygon)
f) Urban local roads (inside blue polygon)
g) Primary and secondary roads from Tiger
h) Final combination of road atlas

MAG provided 2007 Annual Average Daily Traffic (AADT) data for
interstates and arterials in Maricopa County. The Vehicle Miles Traveled
(VMT) for each road segment was calculated by multiplying the AADT
with corresponding road segment length.
The 2002 on-road emission for Maricopa County was calculated based
on the National Mobile Inventory Model (NMIM), which utilizes VMT
data from National County Database (NCD) and EPA emission factors.
The emission was then allocated by road type and the VMT proportion
on each road segment.
Temporal Allocation
MAG provided 15-minute interval traffic count data on the abovementioned road segments. Each segment was collected for 24 hours.
Combining with the weekly, monthly and seasonal traffic scaling factors
(also provided by MAG), the temporal profile for 8760 hours of a
typical year was constructed. The annual CO2 emissions were
distributed according to each hourly fraction of traffic counts. For
segments that are outside the scope of MAG data, the temporal profile
was constructed based on the Federal Highway Administration’s
(FHWA) permanent automatic traffic recorder (ATR) network data. Due
to the fact that ATR stations are unevenly distributed in space, we
created Thiessen polygons such that each road segment was linked to
the nearest neighboring ATR station. The hourly profile for each
individual station was then combined to create a “climatology” of CO2
emissions in time on each road segment.

DISCUSSIONS
 Majority of on-road CO2 emissions in Maricopa County are from interstates I-10 and
I-17. State Route 51, 60 and State Highway Loop 101, 202 consist the secondary
biggest emissions.
 Urban road segments inside Loop 101 and 202 generally have higher emissions
compared to road segments in suburban/rural area in west Maricopa.
 The temporal distribution showed that the peak hour of CO2 emission is from 8am to
9am in the morning and 5pm to 6pm in the afternoon, primarily focused in Phoenix,
Scottsdale, Mesa and Chandler, which is consistent with 2007 MAG report on
freeway congestion.
 Future study may focus on the spatial allocation of on-road CO2 emission by vehicle
types, which may provide decision and modeling support for mitigation policies
related to fuel price change.
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